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•  It is a technique designed to recover gas 
and oil from shale rock. 

1.#WHAT#IS#FRACKING?#

L"is"a"highly"
controversial"pracEce"to"tap"natural"
gas"locked"in"the"earth.  
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•  Water, sand and chemicals are injected into 
the rock at high pressure, in order to 
fracture shale rocks to release natural gas 
inside. 

•  The process is carried out vertically or, more 
commonly, by drilling horizontally to the 
rock layer.  

2.#HOW#DOES#IT#WORK?#
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•  Huge amounts of  water used.  

•  Potentially carcinogenic chemicals used  

o  contamination of  groundwater  

o  repercussions on public health 

•  Seismic risks 

•  Air pollution: Methane  

3.#WHY#IS#IT#CONTROVERSIAL?#
Environmental and 
Health problems 

GASLAND'(2010).'Directed'by'Josh'Fox'

http://www.dangersoffracking.com/'
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4.#DISTRIBUTION#OF#SHALE#GAS##
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•  Implemented for decades in the US, 
fracking industry is now trying settle in 
Europe. 

•  At the moment, only UK and Poland have 
started to do probes and testings. 

•  France & Bulgary have already banned it, 
and others like Germany, Switzerland, 
Scotland & Austria have moratories. 

•  However, the Government of  Spain still 
supports it. 

5.#SITUATION#IN#EUROPE#
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6.#THE#MOVEMENT#AGAINST#FRACKING#
The'movement'to'ban'fracking'is'growing'fast.''
'
Communities'are'taking'steps'to'protect'themselves'because'
they'believe'fracking'poses'an'unacceptable'risk'to'their'drinking'
water,'their'health'and'their'wellMbeing.''
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6.2#THE#MOVEMENT#IN#CANTABRIA#

!  Cantabria"was"the"1st"community"in"Spain"to"ban#fracking#in"their"territory"through"a"law"
proposed"by"the"Local"Government"in"April"2013."

!  There"are"currently"6"fracking"permits"granted,"and"only"one"of"them"is"supsended. 

!  9"months"later,"this"law"was"appealed"by"the"State"to"the"ConsEtuEonal"Court"

!  In"2014"the"law"was"repealed"
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What#are#we#doing?#
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6.2#THE#MOVEMENT#IN#CANTABRIA#
Despite the constitutional annulment and central government belligerence against such initiatives, regional 
Government is fighting against fracking, avoiding probes and tests to be carried out. 
 
It remains te see if companies pass the administrative procedures, including a favorable environmental impact 
assessment (EIA), obtaining municipal licenses. 
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•  June 5, 2015:   
 

EPA concludes fracking has contaminated drinking water.  

After years of  asserting that hydraulic fracturing has never tainted drinking 
water, the EPA issued a long-awaited study that confirmed "specific 
instances� where fracking "led to impacts on drinking water resources, 
including contamination of  drinking water wells�. 

 

Still, the EPA determined that the number of  contamination cases "was small 
compared to the number of  hydraulically fractured wells�. 
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THANK"YOU"FOR"
YOUR"ATTENTION"


